Reilly. N.R., Bounds on the variety generated by completely regular syntactic monoids from finite prefix codes, Theoretical Computer Science 134 (1994) 189-208 Recent work by Lallement has shown that if the syntactic monoid S of C*, where C is a finite prefix code, is completely regular then the components or g-classes of S must form a chain. The purpose of this article is to consider how general this class is within the class of all completely regular semigroups.
Introduction
Building on earlier work by Perrin [14] , Lallement [S, lo] and Lallement and Reis [12] , Lallement [l l] has recently provided an algorithmic construction of all finite prefix codes C for which the syntactic monoid Syn C* of C* is a completely regular monoid. A natural question that arises is the extent to which this class is representative of the class V9 of all completely regular semigroups or all finite completely regular semigroups.
One striking feature of the completely regular monoids of the form S= Syn C* where C is a finite prefix code revealed by Lallement's work is that the components of S always constitute a chain (equivalently, S/9 is a chain). To take advantage of this feature we focus our attention on the class 93?& of completely regular semigroups S for which S/&3 is a chain. 
Background
For basic information on languages, codes and syntactic monoids, the reader is referred to [4, 9, 24] . In general, we adopt the notation and terminology of Howie [S] . For more extensive background on completely regular semigroups, the reader is referred to [ 173.
Let A be a finite nonempty set. Then A+ (respectively, A*) will denote the free semigroup (respectively, monoid) on A. A subset C of A* is a code if C is a set of free generators for the submonoid of A* generated by C. A code is a prejix code if
CA+nC=@.
A semigroup S is a completely regular semigroup if it is a union of groups. Equivalently, S is completely regular if it is endowed with a unary operation x+x-' such that x = xx ' x=(x-')-I and xx-l=x -ix. We may therefore consider the class %'%! of completely regular semigroups as a variety of unary semigroups defined by the identities above. For any completely regular semigroup S and any aES, the X-class H, of a is a subgroup of S, a -I is the inverse of a in H, and we write a'=aa-'.
We denote by E(S) the set of idempotents of S and by Q?(S) the lattice of congruences on S.
A completely simple semigroup is a completely regular semigroup with no proper ideals. Let S be a completely regular semigroup and Y=S/g.
For each aES, D, is a completely simple semigroup and for any a, b E S, D, Db c Dab. Thus S is a semilattice of completely simple semigroups S,(~G Y) in the sense that S = lJZE y S,, (disjoint union) S,S, c S,, and S, n S, = 0 for g # fi. This fundamental observation is due to Clifford PI.
The class %?y of completely simple semigroups is clearly a subvariety of %'G?. For information on the structure of completely simple semigroups, see [19] .
Let X be a countably infinite set. Let Y= X u { (, )-'} and V = V, denote the smallest subset of the free semigroup Y+ on Y which is closed with respect to
(1) If u,u~V, then UOEU, Let Y denote the variety of semilattices. The next observation is well known.
Lemma. 2.2. Let -Y-be a variety of completely regular semigroups, Y c Y and u, VE V.

Then D ur, <Do;, oc(u)EC(U).
For any completely regular semigroup S (respectively, class of completely regular semigroups %') we write (S) (respectively, (%')) for the variety generated by S (respectively, %?). Now let C be a finite prefix code such that S = Syn C* is completely regular. In [23] 
Schtitzenberger
shows that the unit group of S is a finite cyclic group. This fact is used by Lallement [8] to study the case where the unit group of S is nontrivial. In [12] Lallement and Reis introduce the concept of a team tournament to deal with the case where S is a completely simple semigroup with an identity adjoined. The structure of S in this case has been further studied by Katsura and Tanaka [7] who describe the structure of the maximal subgroups. An algorithm to construct such prefix codes in the general case is provided by Lallement in [l 11.
In this section we show that (9+?&) is a proper subvariety of %'%?. In the first lemma we produce the identity that will distinguish these varieties. . Then e 9 x so that ex = x and (xe)(x2e) = x(ex2)e = xx'e = x2xe = (x"e)(xe) .
Also xe X x2e _Y e so that xe J? x2e Z e which implies that (xe)' =(x2e)' = e. Consequently Proof. By Lemma 3.1, (9W&) satisfies the identity u2 = u. However, by Lemma 3.2, in the free completely regular semigroup F on {x, y}, the elements x1 = exe, x2 = ex2e, y, = eye and y, = ey2e are relatively free elements in H,. Consequently,
whence F does not satisfy the identity u2 = u and the claim holds. 0
In the light of Theorem 3.3, it is interesting to consider whether (9%&n V) = ^Y-for important subvarieties of %7&Y. Recall that a completely regular semigroup in which Z is a congruence is a cryptogroup. The class of all cryptogroups is denoted by 999 and is a subvariety of %'9? (see [15] ). Our goal in this section is to show that (9%&) does not contain all cryptogroups. In all cases w2 = w and therefore the claim holds. 0
Let 2 be an equivalence relation on a nonempty set X such that 1x21= 1~21 for all x, YEX. Let F(X) denote the semigroup of all transformations on X and for any QEF(X) let r8 denote the range of 0. Let F;,(X)= {OEF(X): (i) rO=yll, for some yEX, (ii) for all x6X, Olxn is a bijection of x2 onto yl}. Then 1 (a, k)J,/ = 1 G / for all (a, k)eX. By Lemma 4.2, yj~(X) is a completely simple semigroup.
We wish to identify a certain subsemigroup of y(X) containing ~j,(X). Let Sym(G) denote the symmetric group acting on the set G. For any pair of mappings
we can define an element 9 = (0,) e,)~s(X) by
Let r*(X) denote the set of elements in y(X) of the form (O,, 6,). Clearly r*(X) is a subsemigroup of y(X) (in fact, it is just the wreath product of Sym(G) and r( I')). It will be convenient when defining elements in y*(X) and in the computations below to write such elements more explicitly in the form 
Also it is clear that
(1) %.P)={(el,W: bw=1)
Since r,(X) is completely simple, for each t9eyj,(X), HO is a subgroup with identity 8' and 0 has a unique inverse 8-' gHe. Let 0=(01, e&%(X) where Y& = {j>, say. Then it is straightforward to calculate that The next step is to calculate the elements a, =ele2 and e=uy. For these elements and thereafter we present only the action on the "components" of the form G x {i} that will be required for subsequent computations.
We have: 
We can obtain an example of a group with elements x,y,z that do not satisfy (4) easily as follows. Let G be the symmetric group on { 1,2,3,4} and x, y, z be the cyclic permutations x=(1 23), ~=(24), z=(34).
It is straightforward to verify that these elements do not satisfy (4). Therefore, with this choice of x, y, z and G, the semigroup S does not satisfy the 
Bands
In the remaining sections we consider the set of varieties that are generated by their intersections with 9%A. To this end we define ~~~*={r~~(~~)Ir=(~n~~~)}.
We begin by showing that k%?:R* is a join subsemilattice of 9(%?9). In the remainder of this section we will show that every variety of bands is generated by those of its members for which the %classes constitute a chain. The following varieties will appear in the discussion: These relations can also be described in terms of the corresponding fully invariant congruences on a free completely regular semigroup. They have played an important role in the study of _!Z(VB) (see [13, 181).
Lemma 5.2. (Pastijn [13]). K, T, Tf and T, are complete congruences on _Y(%?%?).
It follows immediately from Lemma 5.2 that Kf and K, are also complete congruences on 9(%79). Consequently, for any -lr~sP(%?B) and PE{K, T, Ke, K,), the P-class of Y is an interval so that we can define "Ya, VP to be the varieties determining the lower and upper ends of that interval: We conclude this section with a useful observation concerning varieties containing the variety WW99. We draw on the notation introduced towards the end of Section 1. For any UEU, let (u)~ denote the sequence of variables in c(u) in the order of their last occurrence. 
'I K
In this section we will show that certain well known varieties that have played an important role in the study of 9'(%79?) belong to %5'&*. In particular, we will show that 9?%?&* is closed under the operator Y+VK.
Let S be any semigroup. We define the relations <9J and <u on S .., a,)(b, ,..., b,)=Red(albl,a&l,. .., ambl,bl,b2,...,bn). and Cl] for a discussion of these concepts as applied to semigroups).
Dually, we have the right Rhodes expansion B.@(S)
Since it should not cause any confusion, we shall denote the restriction of qs to $P9%YA(S) by the same symbol ys or simply v. If A is a set of generators for S, then it is clear that q will be a homomorphism of YgA(S) onto S. We will refer to q as the natural projection of _Y&YA(S) onto S.
In what follows we will draw freely on the notation introduced towards the end of Section 1. From Lemma 6.2 we know that (e)~-i~9W for all e=e'EF.
It follows that v 0 rl _ ' G W E 9 so that we must also have u 9 v. Let 011= VKr, let cp : U/& -+ F* be as defined in Lemma 6.5 and let u', VIE U be such as required. 0
Recall that a completely regular semigroup S is orrhotlo.~ if EMS) is a sut,~cl~llg~,~lil, of S and locull~ orthodox if E(eSe) is a subsemigroup of eSe for all ot E(S). We denote the class of all orthodox (respectively, locally orthodox) completely regular sernigroups by I' (respectively, Lc' ). We denote by %,I/' the variety of all conlpletely simple semigroups.
Lemma 6.14. (Reilly, 1201) . H=Y'. L(' =%(,.Yh 
